CertainTeed Marco® Joint Tape is a quality tape designed for use with joint compound to prevent cracking and reinforce gypsum board joints and corners. Designed for banjo-style taping machines and automatic taping systems as well as for hand taping. Spark perforations eliminate bubbles without sacrificing strength.

Flexible corner tape with reinforcing strips create quick and easy corners.
Marco® SPARK•PERF®

SPARK•PERF is a quality tape designed for use with joint compound to reinforce gypsum board joints and corners in all interior drywall applications.

- Manufactured from a special fibered-paper with added tensile strength to help prevent tearing, wrinkling or stretching.
- Joint tape is available in three styles: No-Spark, (no perforations), Spark or Slot perforations, which help to prevent blistering.
- Spark-perforated for easy pass-through of air, eliminating air bubbles and reducing costly contractor callbacks
- Machine roughed for superior bonding and holding power.
- Precision-matched center-crease for easy and accurate corner applications.
- Designed for use with all quality joint compounds on the market today.

Marco® FLEX CORNER

FLEX CORNER is a flexible corner tape designed for use with joint compound for off-angles, inside and outside 90 degree corners and any interior drywall application requiring a straight edge.

- Manufactured from a special fibered-paper with added tensile strength to help prevent tearing, wrinkling or stretching.
- High-impact plastic or galvanized steel reinforcing strip provides excellent indentation resistance and eliminates rusting.
- Added thickness provides improved corner protection.
- Designed for use with all quality joint compounds.

Metal Flex Corner Tape – 100'
Code: 167086
100' x 2 1/16" (30.8 m x 52.38 mm)
10 Rolls per box or sold individually
Available in .011" (.003 mm) thickness

Metal Flex Corner Tape – 25'
Code: 313163
25' x 2 1/16" (7.62 m x 52.38 mm)
10 Rolls per box or sold individually
Available in .011" (.003 mm) thickness

Plastic Flex Corner Tape – 100'
Code: 167146
100' x 2 1/16" (30.8 m x 52.38 mm)
10 Rolls per box or sold individually
Available in the .025" (.006 mm) thickness